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FOREWARD
LALLIE DAVIS
Buckinghamshire Culture is the new cultural development partnership for the
county, responsible for driving forward the Buckinghamshire Cultural Strategy.
During the Covid-19 pandemic we have seen creative and cultural
organisations innovate, re-frame and develop online content thanks to rapid
learning and adaptation. However, other organisations have not had the
space to adapt in the same way (due to limited resources, furloughed staff etc)
and we wanted to facilitate sharing and learning to begin to overcome this
skills deficit. This is why we are so pleased to be able to put together the
Thinking Digital event and resource to support our sector, and we hope this is
the beginning of a discussion about how we all continue to adapt and make
better use of digital into the future. We have greatly enjoyed working with
Garsington Opera, Resource Productions, the Rothschild Foundation and all
of our contributors and participants to make this happen.
www.buckinghamshireculture.org
KAREN GILLINGHAM
Karen Gillingham is the creative director of Garsington Opera Learning &
Participation and a freelance director, facilitator and presenter.
Garsington Opera gives performances of great artistic quality in a setting of
extraordinary natural beauty. Performances take place in the spectacular
Opera Pavilion, which sits within the rolling landscape of the Chiltern Hills.
We provide a bold and ambitious participatory programme that engages with
our diverse local community, providing access to Garsington's high-quality
opera and challenging perceived barriers to cultural engagement. We use
opera as a medium to improve emotional wellbeing and to champion the vital
benefit of musical engagement. We are currently exploring digital innovations
that will enable the Festival’s productions and L&P projects to be experienced
by a new and wider audience.
www.garsingtonopera.org/get-involved
DOMINIQUE UNSWORTH
Resource Productions is a digital arts organisation with the mission to enable
social change through art, film and technology, whilst diversifying the creative
industries. We achieve this by identifying, supporting and promoting nontraditional and under-represented artists and filmmakers with a focus on
Buckinghamshire, Berkshire and Surrey. Thanks to an emergency grant from
Arts Council England and project funding from BFI, Screen Skills and the
Rothschild Foundation, we have kept going throughout the pandemic. We
have seen demand for our digital services increase four-fold and we have
responded by supporting local artists through our Creative Collective talent
development programme, comprising a range of accredited and informal
bespoke training workshops, online meet-ups, as well as one-to-one support,
mentoring and creative commissions. We are so grateful to have had this
opportunity to collaborate with new partners and share our experiences, whilst
continuing to learn from all our amazing presenters.
www.resource-productions.co.uk
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13:00

Dom Unsworth
Welcome!
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LUCINDA JARRETT &
CHRIS RAWLENCE
ROSETTA LIFE
Click here to view video
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ZOOM IN THE TIME OF COVID-19.
Lockdown, by prohibiting the face-to-face in-the-space essence of dance, movement, and live
performance, has brought the focus on to how we can evoke the ‘frissance’ of the live experience
digitally. For many the itchy eyes, stiff shoulders, and illusion of togetherness that protracted use of
applications like Zoom induces is no substitute.
At Rosetta Life we look forward to the time when we can be with our participants once again, moving
and singing in real spaces. For now, though, we are embracing the digital online experience for our
participants.
Social Networking - the use of dedicated websites and applications to interact with other users, or to
find people with similar interests to one's own – can be intimidating for people who may think they lack
the confidence, digital savviness, manual dexterity (keyboard and mice), neural agility (speed of
uptake), that anything to do with computers seems to demand. This is often true for communities
without easy computer access, for the pre-digital generation – those born before, say, 1955, and
especially for people living with the impact of brain conditions like stroke.
Yet…. once certain basic skills are acquired, and access to accessible technology is made possible, a
new world opens up, particularly for those living with neurological illness. Where a condition might
have isolated an individual, or his/her carer, applications like Zoom offer company, friendship, the
chance to grow and, yes, even heal. Where our children and grand childrens’ embrace of digital knowhow had been baffling, of another universe, acquisition of this new digital language seemed suddenly
possible. As in – yesss – I can do this too!
This is why the online experience has proved so essential for our stroke and brain damaged
community of participants. From what may have seemed a dead-end life of loneliness, without hope,
the door opens on to a new community of shared experiences and communication, where agency, selfconfidence, and a new identity emerge.
Gaining confidence with what may seem an alien, ‘other’, yet prevailing technology is key.
Having access to a viable laptop, smartphone or tablet is crucial. The help and forbearance of carers
and family, their willingness, eagerness even, to help could prove decisive.
We are clear that the world of Zoom is ultimately no substitute for real-time, real-space, encounters, yet
we do not take the view that once lockdown is finally over, so too is our embrace of the virtual. Each
world, the face-to-face-in-the-space and the online, has its place in a blend of virtual and the physical
realities. The digital world has shown itself to be as real as the physical, but in a different way and to
be important for the healing journey.
Once the hardware is available our participants must learn how to use it.
Rosetta Life’s short digital opera ‘I Look for the Think’ required our participants not only to be confident
with Zoom, but also, the challenging audio characteristics of Zoom – lag and quality – made syncing
multiple cells of Zoom audio to Zoom picture too challenging, so we had to ask participants to video
themselves singing a range of rehearsed cues on their smartphone, laptops or tablets. This
requirement was made more demanding when we asked them to record each cue twice – once with
headphones to a pre-recorded track and again without headphones to an acoustic track. We also felt
we should explain why this convoluted approach was necessary.
The short videos we present here in this Vimeo Showcase were made primarily to address these
issues. Mini Tripods and Earphones were supplied where needed and the links were sent out to
everyone. A carer or friend’s help was encouraged wherever it seemed appropriate. An important
additional iline of support came from some our more digitally able Stroke Ambassadors who
volunteered to help less digitally able participants via `zoom or phone.
Looking back on the videos now we realise there is room for significant improvement. For a start, the
Showcase lacks a video dedicated solely to the use of Zoom.
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ZOOM IN THE TIME OF COVID-19.
Below we offer a checklist of the challenges our participants needed to be aware of:

1. Identify your device – phone, tablet, laptop – Brand, Year, Model. Get help if needed.
2. Check the battery is charged. Get help if needed.
3. Make sure you have enough storage space on your device. Video takes up quite a lot of
space, Get help if needed.
4. Learn to use the video and selfie modes on your device and what these are. This is
sometimes slightly different for iPhone, Samsung, Huawei and Sony phones – annoying!
Get help if needed.
5. Learn how save your video or zoom session and how to send it to someone else. Give
each file a name/number. Learn where it is saved to on your device so you can access it
when you need to.
6. Check software. Download Zoom if necessary. Get help if needed.
7. Learn how to use Zoom. Learn about the Zoom buttons, particularly MUTE and UNMUTE.
8. Learn the best way keep your device steady– small box, eggbox, mini-tripod – so you can
best participate in Zoom – ie others can see and hear you looking your best and you can
see or hear them! Avoid ‘wobble-vision’ – unless that’s the look you want.
9. Avoid bright lights behind you – eg windows. Use a table in front of you and just to one
side of the light is too gloomy.
10. Beware cluttered backgrounds. It’s you we want to see not your photos on a
mantlepiece etc.
11. If your home allows it, allow some space behind you – say 1-2/3 metres - between you
and the wall.
12. Take the plunge with a trusted friend. Chat to your mate round the corner on Zoom!
See them and hear them.
13. Feel proud!
MANTRA – DON’T BE AFRAID TO ASK!
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VIDEOING YOURSELF SINGING
6 How-to videos made for our stroke participants and the Garsington Community Company
(Chorus) to help them film themselves for our short digital opera:

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7317740
Password: Troy

I Look for the Think - which was screened in the workshop:

https://vimeo.com/477215865
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ALICE CONNOR
THE THEATRE SHED

Click here to view video
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INCLUSIVE DRAMA WORKSHOPS
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INCLUSIVE DRAMA WORKSHOPS
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INCLUSIVE DRAMA WORKSHOPS
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KAREN GILLINGHAM
& RICHARD TAYLOR
GARSINGTON OPERA
Click here to view video 1
Click here to view video 2
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ROSE AIDIN
ART HISTORY
LINK UP
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Click here to view video
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES
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VIRTUAL TOOLS & ONLINE RESOURCES

Online Resources
Covid Tech Support - click here
Nature course Miro board weblink - click here
Identities Miro board weblink here - click here
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Google Arts and Culture - No Woman No Cry - click here

AHLU Class of 2020 Zoom and ‘In Real Life’ event hosted by Christie’s – click here
AHLUXChristie’s arts careers Zoom event recording - click here

Have a go yourself on our Ways of Seeing - introduction to visual analysis student board
on Miro - click here
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JOHNNY LANGRIDGE
GARSINGTON OPERA
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Click here to view video
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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MONDAY MOTIVATION: LIVE STREAMING
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ABHI ARUMBAKKAM
RESOURCE
PRODUCTIONS
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Click here to view video
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"YOU'RE ON MUTE" & OTHER STORIES!
Abhi Arumbakkam
As a Project Manager at Resource Productions, last year saw me hit the digital
road running. As an arts organization, we did not have much time to plan or
pontificate and instead we took a plunge and adapted delivery of several of our
programmes to fit online platforms. These unusual times have also presented
us with unexpected opportunities. In the early days, we made plenty of mistakes
but most crucially, we learnt from them and carried on engaging and creating
with the online audience. These adventures (for they were a foray into the
unknown) gave me confidence in my own creative practice. I learnt to not fear
failure or be intimidated by technology but to make them my allies instead.
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"YOU'RE ON MUTE" & OTHER STORIES!
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"YOU'RE ON MUTE" & OTHER STORIES!
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"YOU'RE ON MUTE" & OTHER STORIES!
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ATTENDEES
FA4Y, BACO,BU

National Paralympic Heritage Trust

Amersham Museum

National Trust

Artswork

National Trust Cliveden

Arwen Hobday

Pinewood Studios

BCT

Resource Productions

Bradford College

Rhiannon Newman Brown Ltd

Buckingham Town Council

Rothschild Foundation Hanadiv Europe

Buckinghamshire Council

Roundabout Creative Theatre Company

Buckinghamshire Music Trust

Send-a-Song

Bucks County Museum

Signdance Collective

Cathy Read Art

Stowe House Preservation trust

Chiltern Arts

The Elgiva Theatre

Chiltern Open Air Museum

The Vache Baroque Festival

Chilterns Conservation Board

Waddesdon Manor

Christine Wilkinson

Wycombe Museum

Fisheye Film Festival
Garsington Opera
Glyndwr University
Jennifer Coleman Soprano
Johanna Potkin Consultancy
King's Church High Wycombe
Lazy Panda Productions
Louise Fuller, Soprano
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THANK YOU!
Get Involved with Buckinghamshire Culture
Buckinghamshire Culture is a new cultural development partnership for the county,
responsible for driving forward the Buckinghamshire Cultural Strategy
(www.buckinghamshireculture.org/cultural-strategy). Working together, we will champion
and build the role of culture in Buckinghamshire, providing leadership, advocacy and
momentum across the county. The Cultural Strategy aims to build a creative and cultural
offer that provides opportunities for all of our residents, of all ages, abilities and
backgrounds. It will drive new ways for residents to experience, shape and participate in
creative activities in Buckinghamshire that are relevant to our communities. It will
forefront creative and cultural work as essential to the daily life of people living here, and
celebrate and nourish the workforce, artists, freelancers and volunteers that make this
happen. To do this, the cultural partnership needs to build the cultural sector; developing
connection, leadership, skills and infrastructure. We are still forming and growing, but we
want to work with artists, creatives, creative industries and cultural organisations existing
and working in Buckinghamshire - to find out more and sign up to our mailing list, please
visit our website: www.buckinghamshireculture.org
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This event has been made possible with the generous
support and investment of the Rothschild Foundation.
We would like to thank Ellie Stout and Leona Forsyth's
assistance in developing this idea and making it happen.

